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For almost two decades, optical 
character recognition systems have 
been widely used to provide automated 
text entry into computerized systems. 
Yet in all this time, conventional OCR 
systems have never overcome their in
ability to read more than a handful of 
type fonts and page formats. Propor
tionally spaced type (which includes vir
tually all typeset copy), laser printer 
fonts, and even many non-proportional 
typewriter fonts, have remained beyond 
the reach of these systems. And as a 
result, conventional OCR has never 
achieved more than a marginal impact 
on the total number of documents 
needing conversion into digital form. 
Kurzweil overcame these limitations 10 
years ago with its development of ICR 
- Intelligent Character Recognition -
the unique combination of artificial intellI
gence and optical scanning technologies. 
With ICR, you can enter reports, 
manuscripts, technical documents, 
books and magazines - the full range 
of everyday printed materials - up to 
10 times faster than human keyboard 

operators. You can enter lne Bit 
graphics. You can enter rnaI8riaI c0n
taining multiple type fonts and complex 
page formats. And you can enter all of 
this faster, more accuratelyanct cost
effectively than ever befom. 
Available 
For 10 years, CNganIzations large 
and diverse data conversion needs 
have relied on KurzweillCR 1ectii1oIogy. 
And now, with new generations of 
systems on-line. the cost of ICR .. 
been reduced by CMH' 50% - bringing 
its benefits within the I88Ch of virtually 
any organization seeking to cut the time 
and cost of text or data entry. 
The decision to Implement KurzweillCR 
makes sense. No other approach can 
input the fuH range of printed materials. 
None offers multiple solutions to meet 
specialized entry requirements. None 
offers the experience or reputation for 
reliability gained In hoodreds of end
user installations. And none even 
comes close to our nationwide support 
and service organization. 



As organizations increasingly rely on 
automated systems as productivity 
tools, ICR can make a vital contribution 
by enabling users to enter virtually any 
printed material into on-line files without 
manual keyboarding. 
For years, Kurzweil systems have been 
used by printing and publishing houses 
to minimize input time, while eliminating 
much of the proofreading and labor cost 
of re-inputtlng and converting pre
viously printed materials. 
This same capability has proved equally 
valuable In other fields as well. Corpo
rations, government agencies, univer
sities, financial institutions, law firms, 
service bureaus, and research groups 
have all found Kurzweil systems to be 
essential tools for the timely entry of 
existing documents into data bases. 
And now, with ICR's new affordability, 
virtually any organization can take 
advantage of its potential to cut costs 
while speeding the input of complex 
documents. 
Applications Include: 
• Data base services: Scanning vast 
quantities of in-house records for inte
gration into on-line files for universities, 
govemment operations and customer 
records . 
• Technical publications departments: 
Digitizing technical and operations 
manuals for easy revision and 
reproduction. 

• Commercial typesetters: Scanning 
previously printed materials for input 
into typesetting and page makeup 
systems. 
• Commercial printers: Scanning manu
scripts, updating old editions, con
verting hardcover to softcover books. 
• Financial printers: Scanning time
critical documents such as a 
prospectus for overnight typesetting 
and telecommunications. 
• Law firms and /egal departments: 
Scanning contracts, creating data 
bases of reports, depositions, court de
cisions, and government regulations. 
• Word processing services: Inputting 
previously printed materials into office 
computer systems, digitizing reference 
materials and manuscript drafts. 
• Information services: Scanning daily 
newspapers, court rulings, and legisla
tive actions for subscribers. 
• Government agencies: Computer 
storage of records, regulations and 
legal code. 
For these and other applications, ICR 
offers the best hope yet for control over 
the cost and time of data entry. And 
now, it's more affordable than ever. Ask 
for a demonstration of the system best 
suited to your application today. 



Kurzw8illnvented lOR technology in 
the 1970's and is the acknowledged 
leader In direct entry of existing 
printed material. 
No other company can match 
KurzweU's capability. reliability and 
solid experience in Intelligent 
~erRecognhion. 

No company can match the perfor
mance of Kurzweil systems to quickly 
scan virtually any typeset or type
written material. including graphics. 

XEROX 
No company offers as¥8rSatile a 
technology with beneftts to meet 
specialized industry requirements. 
No other company has hundreds of 
successful users in applications 
from prepress imaging to database 
development. 
And no other company in this indus
try offers the same commitment to 
your present and future needs as 
Kurzweil. a Xerox company. 
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'Intelligent' Computer Reads.Many Typefaces , 
By COLIN CAMPBELL 

Special to Tho Hew Yodl nm. IIbddDe Rea Al.erbaJJaal 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Aug. 17 - A At an experimental project at the 

computer whose makers say it marks Uniwnity of Pennsylvania financed 
an advance in artificial intellJgence is by the Defense Department, a special 
gaining wide use among publisbers, machine that bas been programmed to 
linguists, legislators and others who remgnire more exotic symbols than 
put it to work "reading" documents the Latin alphabet is reading Azer
and storing large amounts of informa- baijani-language newspapers printed 
tion. in a nonstandard version of the Cyrillic 

What sets the machine apart from alpbabet. Azerbaijaini is a Turtic dia
other computers is its ability to recog- lect spoken by several million people in 
nize letters and numbers in a great" Soviet Azerbaijan and adjacent areas 
variety of typefaces, according to users of Iran and Afghanistan. 
of the machine as well as ,its devel~ Three years ago the Defense Depart_ 
ers. This task, which comes easily to ment got Kurzweil to develop pro
literate people, is more than convert- grams for reading the Cyrtlllc alpba
tiona! computers can muster. bet, in which Russian and a few nt ..... 

The computer optically examines all I are written Several such 
sorts of letters for their pattern before ~ are believed' by Kurzweil's 
recording them at a rate o~ up to 70 :~cers to be scanning Soviet docu-
characters a second. 1be devJ.ce, devel- ts f the Federal Government. 
oped by Kurzweil Computer Products men or . ,,_ 
I f Camb 'dge has been vailabl A spokesman for the National ~ 
nco on, a e 'ty Agency said by telephone from 

since .1978, but it bas come into wider ~hington that the intelligenc&-gatb
use smce F~~ruary. when a smaller ering qency possessed "at least one" 
and more efficlent model was rel~. Kurzweil scanner but declined to give 

The new model costs $35.000. a third turthe details 
of the 1983'price, and has encouraged r. tral In lli 
its developers to think that they are Spokesmen for the Ceo te .
ahead in one part of the worldwide gen~ Agency and the Defense Intelli-

'ti' t roduce te that ' gence Agency refused to say whether 
competi on ? p compu rs their agencIes used the machines. 1be 
can behave like tb1nJdng people. C.I.A. spokesman added, however. that 

A Variety of Uae. its technical staff knew about Kurz... 
Essentially, the KurzweIl Data Entry weil's computers and found them "in-

Machine performs a clerical task that teresting." . 
can be done fairly inexpensively by Expandlna IJnauisUc Studies 
typists. But as mon: companies and re- The machine at the University of 
searcgm; have decIded that they need Pennsylvania is being used to read and 
larger banks of computerized texts, the store in its memory texts in several 
appeal of the machine bas grow;n. languages besides Azerbaijaini, ac-

~n 5?Uth ~Iina. one,Kurzweil ma- coIliing to John Fought, the associate 
chine 15 reading and storing a flood of ~ of Hn ...... ;"tics wbo beads the 
typewritten speeches at the State pro .esaor """6~ 

Legislature. The University of Texas ~~~ as llmow. this is the first ap
Law School uses ~ to record cases lication of bisticated optical scan
and make them available to students ~ to the ~y of linguistics," Dr. 
who ~rch for precedents at computer Fought said in a telephone interview. 
terminals. . . Other languages that the project is 

':>- Boston pu~lisber, G. K. Hall. 18 • include Somali, Siovenian 
usmg a Kurzweil scanner to record the ~yan Indian language Cbortt 
contents o.f books that it r:ePrlnts by whi~ is spoken in parts of G~temala: 
C?mpute: m large-type editions for the Honduras and El Salvador. 
VIsually lDlpalred. The project's aims are to develop 

General Motors and a number of te programs with wbich to 
technical consulting coocems use the :f: l~ computerized language 
~achines for coastaot reYisioo of tech- files as quickly as possible. to write 
~cal manuals. Stlll ~ are scan- other programs that will help analyze 
rung. oewspa~ IUId m gazioes ~ languages and help create grammars 
f~ material to the computerized; and dictionaries. and to expand com-
NelDS ~ informatllon network. puter-based language instruction. 

Key to 'Reading' MaddneS 
The intellectual key to machines that 

"read." according to Raymond <? 
Kurzweil. the company's founder. 18 
" to abstract the properties Of letters" 
and to describe them mathematically. 
This task is quite different from pro
gramming simpler optical computers 
to recognize particular typefaces or the 
precise lines drawn on food packages 
at supermarkets. 

The letter A. no matter what type 
style it 15 printed in. bas a bole near the 
top. a northwest Wing. a northeast Wing 
and a crossbar. " It has a southern c0n
cavity and there are no northeast or 
northwest concavities," said Mr Kurz... 
weil. a a&-year-<lld graduate of the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology wbo 
grew up in Queens. 

The operator sits at an ordinary-look
mg computer terminal and places the 
document to be read on the glass top of 
a metal box about the size of an office 
refrigerator. A moving camera under 
the glass begins tracking several lines 
at a time from right to left as well as 
left to right. 

Words start popping up on the screen 
in froilt of the operator. who then trains 
the computer to recognize the type face 
being scanned. When something looks 
garbled. or if the computer indicates it 
has little confidence in its decision to 
call something an E. say. the operator 

tells the computer to display an en- I 
larged pbotographic image of the 
doubtful letter on the screen. The 
operator then types an instruction on 
the computer keyboard that tells the 
computer whether or not it should c0n
sider such letters E's. 
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At 26, Raymond Kurzweil 
started a corporation ~onsible 

for one of historys most im~ortant 
computer breakthro~hs for the blind. 

What does he know about 
your program? 

Raymond Kurzweil, age 32. Won 
the International Science Fair at 16. 
M.l.T. graduate. Associationfor Com
puting Machinery's Outstanding Young 
Computer Scientist of 1978. President 
of K urzweil Computer Products, Inc. 

With more colleges and uni
versities than any given area in the 
country, Boston can offer young 
people an intellectual environment 
found in few other cities. And after 
graduation, they stay here, as in the 
case of Raymond Kurzweil, because 
of the appeal of one of the world's 
most stimulating and productive 
computer technology communities. 

Kurzweil's reading machine for 
the blind has an unlimited vocabu-

lary and translates ordi
nary print into speech at 
a rate of up to 250 w.p.m. 
And there's no question 
that the future of develop..
ments such as this will affect 
the future of business, high 
technology and the economy 
world-wide. 

Which newspaper do more of 
these up and coming opinion 
leaders turn to than any other? The 
Boston Globe. 

If your corporation values the 
voices of future power, you can find 
them right here in New England. And 
talk to them right now in The 
Boston Globe. 

Tell your corporate story in 
milt ~Ottton <l910b! 

A wholly owned subsidiary of Affiliated Publications, Inc. 
A Million Market Newspaper. 

'Source: Yankelovich. Skelly & White. 

" 
\. . 





Jeff Vogel is completely blind. 
But that can't stop him from reading virtually 

any book printed in English. Not since the develop
ment of the Kurzweil Reading Machine. 

It scans books, page by page, converting each 
word into spoken English. 

So through a simple pair of headphones, the 
blind are reading things they never could before. 

The Kurzweil Reading Machine is being used 
in libraries and reading rooms throughout the 
country. Helping blind people ftnish graduate 
school, further their careers in law and teaching, or 
simply enjoy the latest best 
seller. 

Similar technology is 
also being used to help 
computers. By translating 
the printed word into their 
language, other Kurzweil 
machines help make computers more productive. 

Of course, a person doesn't have to be blind to 
learn from the Kurzweil Reading Machine. 

We learn from it every day. 
It helps us see just how much the blind have to 

offer. 

XEROX 
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Converting 
Russian 
Documents into 
Computer 
Databases 

As this 1984 election year 
heats up, President Ronald 
Reagan might have a way of 
beating down the charge that 
he doesn't understand the 
Soviet Union. He can get the 
u.s. State Department to 
order some data processing 
machines that read Russian. 

This is the latest application 
of the Kurzweil Data Entry 
Machine that recognizes text 
and sends it to a computer. 
Kurzweil Computer Products, 
a Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
finn, now has a scanning and 
processing system that con
verts printed Cyrillic docu
ments into computer-compat. 
ible form. 

The Russian project is the 
collective effort of a dozen 
Kurzweil people working in 
the Optical Character Recog
nition (OCR) Division of the 
company. Lee Kamentsky, a 
senior development program
mer in the division, said that, 

UPDATE 

surprisingly, developing the 
Cyrillic system wasn't as dif
ficult as it might sound, 
despite what seems to Ameri
cans, at least, the odd optical 
structure of the Russian 
alphabet. 

The Kurzweil Data Process
ing Machine can read almost 
any typeset or typewritten 
font in sizes from 6 to 24 
points, in proportionally or 
uniformly spaced type. 

Its scanners can also recog
nize and code several fonts at 
once-headings, boldface, and 
italics, for instance-which 
are common in most typeset 
documents. 

"Our data processing ma
chine was already working 
with European special char
acters," Kamentsky said, "and 
very little deviation was en
countered when we under
took the Russian project. It 
didn't present any really un
usual problems. In fact, it was 
a lot more straightforward to 
develop than scanning 
English text for data trans
mission. Russian books have 
less variation in type styles." 

Kurzweil developed the 
Russian project at the re
quest of an American com
pany under contract to the 
u.s. government to translate 
Russian into English. He sees 
the project as having many 
applications in publishing, 
government, universities and 

libraries, and databases. 
Kamentsky takes the future 

a step further: "If a computer 
can someday be programmed 
to translate Russian into 
English, Russian-to-English 
books can become available 
by simply hooking our Rus
sian data processing machine 
into the system." 

The Data Processing Ma
chine is a spinoff from Kurz
weil's Reading Machine, 
which first came on the mar
ket in 1974. Designed by Ray
mond Kurzweil, the reading 
machine scans everything 
from newspapers to books 
and original manuscripts. It 
uses an electronic scanner 
with a speech synthesizer to 
read the printed page aloud. 

The Kurzweil Reading Ma
chine can read aloud hun
dreds of different typefaces 
and up to 255 words per 
minute. The machine is pro
grammed for 1000 linguistic 
rules and 2000 exceptions. 

Hundreds of libraries and 
universities in the United 
States now have Kurzweil 
Reading Machines. As would 
be expected, the Kurzweil 
Reading Machine can also be 
found in the homes and offices 
of the visually impaired. 

Currently, the machine 
reads only English, but the 
company is working on pro
grams to have it read several 
European languages. 0 
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GM.Expands Applications With 9CR ~yst~m 
By Lynn Haber 

CWStafi 
WARREN, Mich. - Uti

lizing an optical character 
recognition (OCR) system, 
which can read both type
written and typeset material, 
the staIf at the technical cen
ter of a major automobile 
manufacturer here says it has 
expanded applications to de
grees never before thought 
possible. 

"We had applications in. 
this organization and in this 
corporation which have been 
identified for years. but be
cauee oUbe mAS8ive amounts 
of manpower required to cre
ate the data base, we never 
did it," said Michael Flynn, 
manager of Environmental 
Activities Staff for General 
...... q,rp. .~ .• ~ 
scmniJrS And proa!IIIItn« .,.. 
tem have allowed ua to de
velop applications that be
fore we just couldn't 
conceive of doing." 

The Kunweil Sc:anniJ13 
ud Proce.ing S,.eem de
veJopecl b7 .K1I1ZNIi1 eo
pIdft 1'nIdudI.' ra.c. in c-.: 
bridge, Maa., ia . uaed 
primarily for three applica
tions/The first application II 
taking old file copy, say from 
the 19605 to the present, and 
scanning it and then lending 
it to a data base for IeUch 
and retrieval ~," said 
Barbara Sullivan, .-.cant 
coordinator of operations at 
the technical center. ''Thia 
department works with the 
government and 11M to make 
propoula to certain stan
danis, and th_ old rue. 
repreRnt all the copy [it 11M) 
had for th_ atandarda. 

Electronic Co_Wlicati_ 

. "Another application 11M 
to do with a department that 
works with onne .. resw. 
tions. (It ia)lending all copy 
to ua, we're scanning it and 
electronically communicat
ing it bade · to [the deput
ment), and it ia fonnatting it 
for production 'of a manual" 

The third application of 
the ec:anning system ia in the 
production of GM reference 
manuals, previoualy ~ 
ducedby the companya p~ 
tographic department. 

The Kurzweil syatem uti
Jizea artificial- intelligence 
for inputting material direct
ly to loc:a1-area networks or 
capturing text for editing on 
word proceseing ayatema. 
According .ro Michael 
Backler, a Kurzweil vice
president, the difference be
tween hia firm'a OCR ayatem 
and j:Onventional OCR. ia ilp 
ability to read typaet .. well 
.. typewritten material. 

''The company _ found
ed in 1974 with the idea to 
CJ'Nte first a product to con
vert printed tex( to Ipeech -
and not juat typewritten ma
terial but typeMt .. well -
aDd dwn at tome future 

point expand to a commmer
da1 version of the product," 
BacJcJer said. 

Originally, Kurzweil de
veloped a syatem to convert 
text to speech for the blind. 
Today, the scanning and pro
cessing system converts 
printed information to com
puter-<:ampatible form with-

. out rekeyboarding. Omn!
font recognition software 
and apecially dsigned hard
ware enable the companya 

system to read both typeset 
or typewritten ~terial. 

According to Flynn, it was 
not until 2~ years after f'lrst 
seeing a -demonstration of 
Kuizweil's OCR aystem that 
GM bought the system. 
"While d~ing some consult
ing work, I read an article 
that thia system existed, and I 
and a couple of other people 
went to Chicago to see one of 
the f'lrat applications of the 
scanning system. We con-

cluded that it provided a real 
solution to a very large prob
lem - capturing archival 
files," Flynn said. "About 2~ 
years later, I found a prob
lem that this system was the 
solution for. 

"When we were specify
ing the office system require
ments for thia organization, 
we recognized that we were 
going to be creating, storing, 
retrieving and manipulating 
text and document. in an 

electronic medium for all of 
our internal activities, but 
that we would have to inter
face with the outside world, 
which essentially was still 
being driven by paper," 
Flynn said. 

"We decided then to pro
vide an interface such that 
we could take all' of this pa
per from the external world 
and convert it into the elec
tronic media1lo that we could 
have a aingular syatem." 
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'l{EW LIBRARY DEVICE 
READS TO THE BLIND 

. Optical Scanner Machine Is Called 
Most Valuable Rehabilitation Aid 

Since Invention of Braille 

, Frank Perino had n~ver read '"Tha Mid
bight Ride ot Paul Revere." But u he .at 
in an orange chair In a Quiet room at the 
New York Public Library's Mid-Manhat
tan Branch, he went over the poem lint 
by line, repeating several passages and 
~elllng out aome ot tht words along the 
'Nay_ 

Frank Perino Is blind, but he "read" 
tlle poem with the help of • blue ma
chine that read the printed material aloud 
In a nasal, computer-generated voice thAt 
he was sure was Swedish. 

' . For two million Amerlcana who art 
~lInd or visually Impaired, the BO-pound 
machine may be the most Important in
.,'ention since Louis Braille developed a 
system of raised-dot fingertip reading in 
1829. Officials of the National Federation 
of the Blind, who tested the device 
before It was delivered to the library ' 
last week, predict that it will change the 
nature of rehabilitation and vocational 
training for blind people. 

The library's machine is one ot :~ in 
existence, and the only one in a public 

. library. The others have been installed 
'tfl hospltw and rehabilitation cen~rs 
around the country_ 

Optlc.al SCAnnet U.e4 
( lbe machine con ta.l.ru an optical .can
tler that .hoots • beam of tine white 
!!,:;:-... .Ci'OS3 the printed page and con
verts It Into a stream of digital data to 
De analyzed by Its built-in computer. 
and transformed Into speech. 

The machine began as an undergraduate 
t:omputer science project at the MASSa
chusett5 Institute of Technology. But not 
until after graduation did Ray Kurzwell, 
who has normal vision, realize that his 
work could help blind people to read. 

The m&ehlne has controls to make It 
~ faster or slower, repeat phra.ses 
or .pell out words. There is also a 
muter control button to make the 33 
othen on the keyboard tell the wer 
what tunctions they will make the 
machlne perform. elimlnatinl the need 
to mark them in Braille. 

It's kind of hard to understln4," Mr, 
Perino nid of the voice. Ht lAId It 
.tretched some vowel sountU and ac.
centuated the wrong ay1lablee, 

And then there was the Swedish le
cent--or maybe It was German. "You 
have to get used to that accent." Mr. 
Perino said. 

But he said the machine wu 10 simple 
to use that he would soon progress 
from poetry to legal research, for he 
hopes eventually to have a law practJce 
or his own. James R. Gashel of the 
National Federation of the Blind laid 
the device would make pleasure readlnl 
possible tor people whose literary dleta 
had long been Ilmlted to . BraIlle text· 
books, .ome newspaper. and phonolraph 
recordings ot written materials. 
, Training Count Planned 
, "It opens up' the lIbrarie., and rapidly," 
nld Mr. Gashel, who taught library 
.taff members to use the machine. 

Mr. Gashel estimated that I. . blind 
reader could learn to operate the ma
chine In 20 hours. But Armand blp, 
• library staft member, Is planning • 

,:training course of' only six hours . . "It 
, I took me 12 hours, wing blindfolds. to 
~ter this thing." h. laid. "But I'm 
pretty slow." . 

Mr Gashelsal4, however, that 12 houri 
, was far less than the "halt • llfetim." 
. ~1t takes to master Braille, which doe. not 

ofter the range of tftle.t the machine can 
read. Only about 350 ot the 40,000 bookl 
printed each year are issued . in Braille 
'editions, he said, and there are often 
delays In the preparation of Brama vol
umes. The }(urzweil machine could read 
aU 4<l,000 new books as soon .. they are 
published. 

"It's not that Braille Im't useful-the 
problem Is the system ot teaching Brame 
has not been successful," Mr. Gashel "Id. 
"It's complex and time-consuming and 
lOITletimes the teachers don't seem to 
believe a blind student can learn." 

But Mr. Perino mastered the machine 
In • tew minutes. 

1,000 Rules Programmed 
Wltll Mr. Islp's help, he slipped. copy 

ot the poem under the machine's clear 
glass cover and punched a button. The 
machine beeped loudly, and then Mr . 
Perino listened and heard of the mId
nlght ride of Paul Revere. 
~ machine "read" the poem by con

Mting 1,000 pronuncJation rul~ and • 
2,000 exceptions to them. all ot which 
have been programmed into the com
puter. It recognizes each letter by meu
urlng Its geometric shape, and . Mr. 
Kurzweil, who has founded • company 
in Cambridge, Mass., to produce the 
machines, is working to improve Its abil
ity to recogn!zo char&eter. and ~ak 
clearly. 

The Inventor sa.ld 1.ut week that by 
nunmer, one machine would be manufac
tured each week. Mass production wtll 
help lower the price from the current 
$50,000 to bet .... "een $5,000 and $10,000. 
he said. . 

For Mr. Gash.el and Mr. Perino, how
ever, money matters I1ttle. "Our major 
buTier In life hu always been the print 
barrler," Mr. Gashel said. "Setting Ws 
thing in the New York Library is slg, 
nificant because until it arrived, most of 
the books In the world's largest public 
library were off-limits to blind people." 
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RAY KURZWEIL'S READING MACHINE OPENS 
BOOKS TO THE BLIND 

ay Kurzweil may not 
be a great musician, 
but Stevie Wonder 
doesn't mind. Stevie 
thinks Ray makes some 
of the most beautiful 
sounds around. 

Ray doesn't play an instrument 
or sing . In fact , the sounds he helps 
create have nothing to do with 
music Ray's sounds come from the 
Kurzweil Reading Machine (KRM), 
a computer that scans any printed 
text and then reads it aloud. For 
Stevie Wonder and other blind 
people, that 's Just about the most 
wonderful sound in the world . 

AN OPEN BOOK 
~ 

With Its ability to read almost any 
typeface-even ones as small as a 
phone book's or as fuzzy as a 
newspaper's-the KRM opens up a 
whole new world to the blind. It's a 
world of magazines, libraries, 
bookstores and newspapers that 
most of us take for granted . Before 

the KRM, Stevie had to depend on 
braille and recorded tapes to get 
his reading material. Now he can 
read any book he chooses. 

When Stevie learned about the 
KRM, he traveled to Ray's Massa
chusetts factory to check it out for 
himself. 

Ray, 34, recalls the visit with a 
smile: "He was very excited about it 
and wanted one right away, so we 
actually turned the factory upside 
down and produced a unit that day. 

Using KRM is easy: by pressing the 
keys you control what it reads. 

ENTER 

We showed him how to hook it up 
himself. He left with it practically 
under his arm. I understand he 
took it straight to his hotel room, set 
it up and read all night." 

Stevie did that and a lot more. He 
had special cases built so he could 
carry the KRM with him when he 
traveled . He carefully studied the 
machine's operation and 
suggested improvements. 
Some of Stevie's ideas have 
become standard features of the 
KRM. For example, Stevi8 sug
gested adding a feature that would 
allow the reader to leave up to ten 
different "bookmarks" on a page of 
text. It's now a part of the KRM . 
This feature lets those using the 
machine skip around and then find 
their way back to the chapter and 
page they want. 

Stevie has used the KRM to 
teach himself how to use other 
computers. And he is having the 
machine interfaced with his digital 
musical instruments so he can pro
gram those instruments without the 
help of assistants . 

APRIL 1984 



Ray Kunweil's Reading Machine scans texts and reads to the blind. 

RAY KURZWEIL, 
COMPUTER PRODIGY 

~ 
Just as Stevie Wonder has been 

making astounding music since he 
was a young boy, Ray Kurzweil has 
been creating computer break
throughs since his teens . 

When he was 13 years old , Ray 
designed an award-winning 
electronic memory system that 
could store and sort 4,000 facts . 
And when he was 16, Ray built a 
computer that could analyze 
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classical music and produce 
original melodies. 

These feats eventually led him to 
the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, where he began 
studying Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
Research in AI is directed towards 
creating machines that can "think" 
and learn to improve their own 
performance It was while conduct
ing such research that Ray got the 
ideas that made the KRM possible. 

"Getting a machine to recognize 
letters and words on a page is a 
classic problem in AI research ," 
says Ray. "I had a technique I 

ENTER 

thought would work, so I decided 
to develop it. A reading machine 
for the blind seemed the most 
promising application to 
begin with ." 

Ray was 27 when he built the first 
KRM. It was the most advanced 
machine of its type then-seven 
years ago-and is still the most 
advanced today. But Ray hasn't 
stopped making breakthroughs. In 
the past few years, he's created a 
version of the KRM that can read 
books and store them as data 
at a rate as high as 1,000 words 
a minute. And he's invented 
a computer keyboard that's so 
sophisticated it can perfectly 
synthesize the sound of a 
grand piano 

SOUND AU AROUND 
~ 

Ray's new keyboard, the 
Kurzweil 250, is already on Its 
way to Joining Stevie Wonder's 
musical instrument collection . 

Someday, perhaps, Stevie will be 
able to use that keyboard and his 
vast musical talent to overcome the 
one problem that stands between 
the blind and the use of a machine 
like the KRM-cost. At $30,000 
each, only a relatively few KRMs 
are available 

If Stevie has his way, this problem 
won't last long. "My wish, " he says, 
"is that all of this equipment could 
be available to the average blind 
person. I would love to do a benefit 
to raise money for that." -Freff ~ 
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velopments, it's a frustration he 
won't be having for long. 

"I've got some software and hard
ware folks working right now on a 
very high-memory synthesizer/com
puter interface to hook up my 
different systems," he explains. 
"Then I'll be able to do all this stuff 
completely by myself. I'll have the 
freedom and flexibility to do what I 
like, Instead of having to depend .. 

Ing about are two of the many new 
computer products designed spec
Ifically to aid the blind. One is the 
Kurzweil Reading Machine (KRM). 
The other IS the Versabraille. 

The KRM IS really two machines in 
one a computer that can scan the 
words on a printed page and Inter
pret them, and a speech synthe
sizer that can speak those words 
out loud , at speeds of up to 250 
words a minute. Stevie was one of 
the first private owners of a KRM . He 
uses It to read everything from pop
ular novels like Frank Herbert 's 
Dune books- he has loved sCience 
fict ion Since he was a teenager-
to manuals for his synthesizers 

The KRM also helps Stevie work 
with hiS computers. It can read 
what's on another computer's 
screen This allows Stevie to teach 
himself When, for example, he got a 
portable Osborne computer to use 
on the road , Stevie was able to learn 
all about It himself by hooking the 
KRM up to the Osborne. The Os
borne company had put their 
Instruction manual on a floppy disk 
for Stevie, so all he had to do was 
put the disk In the Osborne and turn 
It, and the KRM, on. Then he lis
tened as the KRM read everything to 

. ..... ....,..".~"""!' .. -.!PJl.~""'- ~-~-~~~. 
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eVle s 0 er sys em, 
sabraille, is a lap-sized computer 
designed specifically to use braille, 
a language for the blind that con
sists of patterns of raised dots 
representing different letters. Nearly 
all blind people know braille, but 
until computers came along , braille 
information wasn 't very portable . A 
braille book could weight as much 
as ten pounds. But the Versabraille 
can store tens of thousands of 
braille characters on a lightweight 
data cassette . It can then use this 
information in a variety of ways . The 
data can be sent via modem to 
another Versabraille, for example 
Or the Versabraille can be con
nected to a KRM, so that the braille 
characters will be instantly trans
lated into speech. The information 
can even be read back to the user 
by the Versabraille itself, one line at 
a time, using a special plastic read
out strip on the machine's top. This 
strip has many tiny holes, with small 
plastiC pinpoints that extend and 
retract to create different braille 
characters . Someone experienced 
with braille can very easily read 
these py simply passing his or her 
fingertips along the strip. 

Right now, Stevie uses his Ver
sabraille on and off the road as a 
kind of portable electronic note
book. It helps him do business, take 
notes, write letters and song Iyncs, 
and keep track of addresses. But 
Stevie is building a complete Inte
grated system, and soon the 
Versabraille will do a lot more. 

When the Versabraille, KRM , and 
his instruments are all hooked to-
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LIBERATING THE BLIND 

In more ways tiran aile, 
Ray Kllrzweil is a mall o/visioll. 

Ray Kur/weil at 33 i, a di~tingui~hed in
ventor and wealthy husine\sman. He is 
also an accomplished pianist , u talented 
paillter and a puhlished poe\. It is almost 
," if he had heen assembled by computer 
from h" antecedenh. His f~lther wus a 
hrilliant Illusieian, his mother i .. an illus
trator. His grandmother wa\ one of the 
fiN women Ph .D. chemist, in Europe, a 
great-grandfather was a decorated weap
ons engineer In Austria, and an uncle wus 
a pioneering automallon scientist in the 
U.S. Says KUflweil. 'There\ u tradition 
of excellence in my fumily." 

Kur/wcll himself designed the fiN of 
several award-winning computer systems 
when he was I J. He heat out 60,000 com
peting high school ,tuden" to win the 
1965 International Scient:e Fair Award. 
H is project was a computer progrum thut 

AMONG HIS EA RLY 
CUSTOME RS: 

STEVIE WONDE R 

composed MO/artean music ("only it was 
second-rate M07art"). At 19, while still at 

M IT, he devised a program called elect, 
aimed at helping slUden" choose a suit
able college. For that program, a publi~h
ing company in 1968 paid him $100,000 
plus $20,000 in royalties. 

But it's another device, known as 
KRM, that will almost certainly lodge 
Kurzweil's name in the encyclopedias of 
the future. They will note thut the 
Kurlweil Reading Muchine has done 
more to liberate the blind than uny inven
tion since Louis Bruille perfected raised
dot fingertip reading in 1829. The KRM, 
which went into production in 1976, is u 
minicomputer costing 25,000 to $30,000 
that uses an optical scanner to recogni7e 
sequences of letters and IUrn them into 
synthesized speech. All a sightless person 
has to do i~ place any typed or printed 
page facedown in the machine, a~ in a 
photocopier, und hark!, out come the 
spoken words. 

A '72 Buick 

The inventor founded Kur/weil COIll
puter P rod UCl'> Inc., in Cambridge, Mas., .. 
to market the KRM. Among his early cus
tomer~: Pop musician Stevie Wonder. 
Kurlweil went on to create an even more 
sophisticated device, the Kur/weil Data 
Entry Machine (KDEM)' which enahb a 
computer to can a printed documcnt and 
enter its contents instantly in a memory 
bank, eliminating countless hours of te
dious work by computer typis". Mainly 
because of the potential of K OEM , erox 
Corp. bought Kur/weil\ company for 6 
million last year. The invcntor remains 
head of the firm, draws a Six-figure salary, 
and continues to do research into ncw 
projects that serve "worthwhilc social 
goals." One that he hu\ in mind is a COIll
puteri/ed diagnostic sy\tem to improve 
medical care in poor ~ocieties . 

Sucees\ has had little clTect on 
Kur7weil\ life: he has inve .. ted hIS profits 
from the Xerox sale in the stock Illar).,e\. 
He still drives a 1972 BuiCK S).,ylar)., and 
with his wife and two-year-old son occu
pies an old house that looks as if it \~ere 
furnished with undergraduate hand-Ille
downs. The real benefit of nches. 
Kur/weil feels, is that "you don't havc to 
hu,tlc." Amongother things, he has Illore 
time to polish his MOlar\. [$ 



"The device," say. Inventor Raymond Kurzwell, "enable. blind people to read anything that'. printed." 

When Raymond Kurzweil was grow
ing up in Queens, N.Y., his best friend 
was a computer. Now 27 and still 
wild about electronic brains, he has de
veloped what may be the greatest 
boon to the blind since the invention of 
braille. It is a device that scans a page 
and then reads the contents aloud 
at nearly 200 clearly enunciated words 
per minute. The voice is a nasal mono
tone, and the accent has been 
likened to that of a middle-aged Swede 
speaking English. It is 10 times faster 
than any comparable invention. 

According to Kurzweil, who heads a 
Cambridge, Mass. computer firm, an 
electronic camera sends an image of 
the printed page to a tiny computer. 
"The computer locates the letters and 
analyzes each for its geometric prop
erties-loops, concavities, line seg
ments," he explains. Once the comput
er recognizes the letters, it uses some 

1,000 phonetic rules programmed 
into its memory bank to turn the let
ters into sounds. Finally electronic 
circuits produce speech. 

If that sounds complicated, it is-to 
most people. But not to Kurzweil. At 13 
he designed an award-winning elec
tronic memory system capable of 
storing 4,000 facts. A New York think 
tank was so impressed with Kurzweil 
that it hired him to analyze data. Three 
years later Kurzweil taught a computer 
to direct an electronic mouse through 
a maze and copy and compose clas
sical music. This invention would have 
intrigued his late father, Fredric, a pi
anist-conductor who taught Ray to play 
piano at the age of 6. 

At MIT, Kurzweil devised a comput
erized service to match high school 
students with appropriate colleges and 
sold it to a publisher for $100,000. By 
the time he earned his degree in com-

·-3.;,0-

puter science and literature in 1970, 
Kurzweil was developing computers to 
run factories. His versatility may help 
explain his great admiration for Thom
as Edison. "He was a remarkable man 
He did so many different things at the 
same time." 

Away from his computers, Kurzwell 
plays classical piano and writes poet
ry. He lives in suburban Chestnut Hill 
with his wife, Sonya, 29, a psychologist 
specializing in reading disabilities at 
Massachusetts General Hospital. Her 
patients may someday benefit from his 
new invention. It will be tested for a 
year, then sold to institutions for no 
more than $25,000. Mass production 
may lower the cost to $5,000. 

In spite of his reliance on computers. 
Kurzweil never forgets who is boss. 
"Computers have no imagination," he 
says. "You must tell them every last de
tail. They're exasperating'" 0 
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Raymond Kurzweil 
Giving "Sight" to the Blind 
It will read this article at over 200 words a min
ute-as fast as you are reading it now. It will 
read perfectly, since it will skip nothing. 
Moreover, it will read aloud, not silently. To be 
sure, its voice has an eerie, space-age qilality, but 
the people who depend on it say they soon get 
used to it and even develop a certain affection 
for it. Kay Chase, a specialist in programs for the 
blind at the Bureau of Education for the Hand
icapped in Washington, D.C., sees it as "sort of 
like having a friend with a foreign accent." 

The Kurzweil Reading Machine is named 
after its inventor, Raymond Kurzweil, who is, 
at age 32, one of the most talented young minds 
in the field of artificial intelligence. Boyish, even 
cherubic-looking, Kurzweil is engagingly cir
cumspect in his claims for his accomplishments. 
"People have sometimes ascribed too much to 
artificial intelligence. But if you can actually 
simulate intelligence in a machine, you've got 
something very effective." 

Kurzweil has been progressing toward that 
goal since the age of 12 when he spent the 
summer at the Institute for Developmental 
Studies (then an independent psychological 
research organization, but now associated with 
New York University). There he simplified a 
complicated computational process called "an 
analysis of variants," designing a program ca
pable of doing in a few days what had formerly 
taken five people several weeks. At 13 he de
signed and got an award for an electronic 
memory system capable of storing 4000 facts. At 
16 he built an award-winning computer that he 
programmed to analyze melodies and produce 
others with the same patterns. "They were very 
simple melodies, like you might find in a Mozart 
sonatina. You wouldn't get Mozart, but you'd 
get melodies that sounded like they carne from 
the 18th century," he smiles, "by some second
rate composer." 

Kurzweil's reading machine has not been 
called second-rate. In speeches by government 
figures, through reports in the New York Times 
and elsewhere, the machine has been called the 
greatest advance in technology for the blind 
since Louis Braille invented the raised-dot sys-

'~ .. if you can actually simulate intelligence in a 
machine, you've got something very effective . ... 
You are combining the clarity and satisfaction of 
computation, which is extremely precise, with 
something that's very elusive, almost poetic

human intelligence." 
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tem of fmgertip reading in 1829. It will read 
anything you give it-"War and Peace," the 
latest journal article you might need for your 
research, a child's textbook. The day I stood be
side it, it read to me only the preamble to the 
Declaration of Independence. But listening to 
the lower depths of its baritone was electrify
ing-something like what hearing the radio for 
the first ti~e must have been like for its early 
audiences. 

When one of the earliest machines was in
stalled three years ago in the New. York Public 
Library, James R. Gashel of the National Feder
ation for the Blind told a New York Times re
porter, "Our major barrier in life has always 
been the print barrier. Setting this thing up in 
the New York Public Library is Significant be
cause until it arrived, most of the books in the 
world's largest public library were off limits to 
blind people." Since then, over 200 machines 
have been installed in schools, libraries and 
other institutions around the U.S., as well as in 
Canada, Australia and England. (The $19,000 
price tag is too expensive for most private use, 
though one can now rent the machine for 598 a 
week on a lease-purchase plan). 

"The major barrier was recognizing print as it 
actually exists in the world, that is, in hundreds 0/ 

different type fonts." 

Kurzweil's brainchild, which made its first 
public appearance in 1976, is an unpreten
tious four-part assembly weighing only 20 kg. 
The first module, looking like a desktop copying 
machine, rests on a minicomputer that attaches 
to a hand control set-a rectangular box no 
larger than a telephone. The voice emanates 
from the fourth part-a small speaker. 

It's simplicity itself to work the machine. 
Place a book face down on the glass top of the 
copy-machine-like box, then press or tum the 
controls on the hand set, which instructs the 
machine in a myriad of reading tasks. It will skip 
ahead in the text if you want, search around the 
page for information, return to an earlier pas
sage, speed up, slow down-in brief, it will do 
everything you would do yourself. 

But what looks so simple is actually a miracle 
of intricate engineering. From beneath the glass 
panel, light is beamed at a thin strip of print on 
the page, and a camera, or "scanning head," 
moves systematically up and down, recording 
the strip at the rate of 500 images a second. On 
the camera's back is a device that converts each 
image into electronic Signals. The computer 
translates these into characters, which it then 
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proceeds to group into words and sentences. At 
this point the second part of the process be
gins-the computation of the pronunciation 
and the final articulation. The whole operation 
is the work of a second. 

No one quite knows how people learn to rec
ognize letters and put them together or form 
words, phrases and sentences. But computer 
scientists· before Kurzweil had tried at least to 
approximate the process. They had foundered 
on the reef of what, in the field, is called "char
acter recognition." "The major barrier," explains 
Kurzweil, "was recognizing print as it actually 
exists in the world, that is, in hundreds of dif
ferent type fonts." Reading machines existed 
before this one, but they were limited to un
derstanding only a few typefaces, and they 
could hardly begin to approximate what the 
human mind does in reading. Knowing just 
what makes an A an A, an F an F, and so on, no 
matter what the typeface, is part of the mystery 
of human understanding of the printed word. 
Kurzweil's genius was to invent a way that a 
machine could do this . His interest in the 
problem started in 1965, when he was an un
dergraduate at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, and he finally found the solution 
after founding his own firm in 1973. 

"Basically," he explains, " it is a matter of 
breaking each letter down into invariant fea
tures-features that tend not to change across 
different type styles." The invariant features are 
geometric ones. Illustrating, Kurzweil traces an 
A on a sheet of paper. "The top of the A ," he 
says, following it with his pencil, " is a loop, a 
completely enclosed portion of white." Then, 
running the pencil down one side of the A: "It 
has loop extensions, at what we call the 'west' 
and the 'east sides' of the letter. Then, at the 
bottom, there is a 'southern concavity.' " 

Once the biggest problem was solved, 
Kurzweil says the others were minor. One ad
vance, for instance, was to teach the machine to 
correct other machines' errors. If letters are 
broken or imperfect because of poor printing or 
bad paper grain, the machine will still recognize 
the basic characters and "forget" the defects. The 
machine can also "learn" since it can be con
tinuously updated-for example, to do work in 
foreign languages-simply by being fed the 
most recent set. of taped instructions. 

While Kurzweil's machines reside in some of 
the nation's greatest libraries, the man himself 
works out of a rather modest office overlooking 
the Charles River. A small telescope stands in 
one comer. On a bookshelf rest two little stones 
etched with fossils. On one wall hangs a large, 
framed collage of press clips and concert bills, 



a graphic record of the accomplishments of his 
father, the late Frederick Kurzweil, a well
known conductor of the Bell Symphony Or
chestra and the Mobil Opera, and faculty 
member of the Queensboro College of Music in 
New York. To the right of this hangs a painting 
by Kurzweil's mother, Hannah, an artist and 
fashion illustrator who has exhibited at the New 
York Society for Illustration. Next to this hangs 
another painting, Chagall-like in style-by 
Kurzweil himself. 

He might have been an artist or a musician; he 
began playing the piano at age six and still plays. 
He admits that a certain artistic sensitivity to the 
shape and structure of things aids his work. 

Did he ever make a conscious choice between 
art and science? The answer comes instantly. 
"No. There was never a choice. I always wanted 
to be in science." Then, reflectively, he reaches 
for a slender volume-Norbert Weiner's "Cy
bernetics," the book that launched the field of 
artificial intelligence: "He wrote this in 1948." 
A pause, as he gazes at the flyleaf ... "That was 
the year I was born." 

Twenty-five years later, in 1973, Kurzweil was 
ready to advance his university interest in pat
tern recognition through practical experiment. 
In a small building near MIT he founded 
Kurzweil Computer Products with $200,000 that 
he drummed up from friends, family, colleagues 
and his own savings. "I wanted to be able to 
show the government a machine that worked," 
he told a Boston Globe writer two years ago, "be
fore I went looking for any funding." A little 
later, he opened a small factory in the nearby 
town of Haverhill, where the machine is still 
produced. 

Most of the linguistic work on the machine, 
says Kurzweil, was done by his colleagues, 
Richard Brown and Steve Pelletier. Other com
puter scientists had tried to teach speech to 
computers by programming the machines with 
the 100,000 or more words in English, but this 
proved awkward and tedious. The machine had 
to search for the words in its bank while the 
listener waited. The Cambridge group side
stepped that process, feeding the machine di
rectly with 1000 rules and 1500 exceptions that 
govern English. Recreating human speech was 
a matter of breaking the written text down into 
its basic sounds, or "phonemes," then teaching 
the computer to put them into syntactical order 
with appropriate stresses and pauses. The result 
is a "voice" all listeners agree is male ("It turned 
out to be harder to simulate a female voice," says 
Kurzweil), slightly accented, and sing-songy. 
The voice sounds more natural in 1981 than it 
did in 1976, because of certain advances in the 

programming. For instance, it now distin
guishes between sounds that seem the same but 
are really different. In the words "reed" and 
"red," for example, the final Ds actually sound 
different in human speech, even though they're 
considered the same phoneme, and the machine 
now understands the subtle distinction. 

Within the rambling labyrinth of offices and 
labs at the firm's headquarters on the Charles 
River, work has expanded into other areas. The 
machine's use has been extended to children 
handicapped by dyslexia, a reading disorder 
studied by Kurzweil's wife, Sonya, a psycho
logical research intern at Children's Hospital in 
Boston. "For dyslexics," Kurzweil simplifies, 
"reading is really a problem of motivation, and 
the machine seems to provide that. For one 
thing it's a toy, sort of a gadget, and there's a lot 
of enthusiasm. They also have control and 
mastery over the situation. Reading has always 
been very frustrating to them, painful, because 
they failed and got criticized. Now, all of a 
sudden, they can do it." 

Kurzweil spends roughly 50 percent of his 
time now on the company's business, which he 
talks about with entrepreneurial zeal. "I want 
to make this company as successful as it can be," 
he says, adding that he is optimistic about Xerox 
Corporation's recent acquisition of the firm. 
"They're putting a lot of money in, but keeping 
hands off, trying to keep the original manage
ment philosophy." But success hasn't dulled 
Kurzweil's passion for his field. Sitting in a 
straight chair in his office, the painting and the 
concert bill collage behind him, he explains 
what is still most compelling for him. "You are 
combining the clarity and satisfaction of com
putation, which is extremely precise, with 
something that's very elusive, almost poetic
human intelligence." by Ellen Cantarow 

Ellen Cantarow is a freelance writer based in Cambridge, 
Mass. 
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_D'C'. 
The~dMcribedattDe_uu

BU'ia a maahine with • mechanic.l ~ce _will ~tthe blind to read viItaally 
my boGI or typewritten material. De
veloped~ by Raymond Kurzweil of 

Cambridge. Mass.. the ma-
chine consists of a desk-top 
reading unit and a small key
board. The u.ser places the 

. printed page face down on 
the glass top of the unit and a 
camera scans it line by line. 
converting light into elec
~nic signals-much like a 
.,hotocopier. A miniaturized 
eomputer groups letters into 

words. Bcures out how they should be 
proDoua.ed accordiJ}g to a preset pro
pam. dten produces speech sounds. 
1M re..tt is an eerie but easily under
stanc:iabfoer metallic voice that can read 
up to 160 words a minute. Should the 
printed material have been placed 
upside down. the machine utters gib
berish and the u.sercan quicldy correct 
his mistake. 

St*I It OUt: The machine is pro
gramed to read most common type 
styles. and at the push of a button. the 
user can repeat or skip passages. or 
mark a point on the page he wants to 
return to later. Confronted by an 
unfamiliar word, he can ask the ma
chine to spell it for him letter by 
letter. Since only about 300 new 
books are put into Braille and 900 
transcribed on tape each year. this 
equipment will permit the blind a tar 
wider choice of reading material than 
they now have. 

Eleven of the machines are now 
being built for testing with grant~ 
from the Department of Health. Edu
cation and Welfare and the National 

Federation of the Blind. While the bulky 
prototype costs S50.000, Kurzweil ex
peds the machine to sell fin about :s5.()()() 
within a few year.;. Jt will ('vcntllally he 
u portable u • briefcase. 
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Basic hardware: 
The reading machine consists of two principal units: 
Automatic scanning system with integrated electronic 
control unit: 
The electro-optical system automatically scans any 
document up to 11" x 14", using a linear scanning array, 
camera, and X-V mover. The system will read everyday 
typeset or typewritten materials from 6 to 24 pOint. The 
electronic control unit (ECU) contains all electronics 
required to perform scanning, character recognition, and 
speech production functions. The ECU also includes a 
floppy disk drive that loads system software. 
Dimensions: 30.3" high 
Area: 22" x 24" 
Weight: Approximately 300 pounds 
Power: 110-240 Volts/50-60 Hz 

Current rated at 15 Amperes. Actual use 
is less than 10 Amperes. 

Control panel: 
A separate push button control panel activates and directs 
the system. With the touch of a finger, words or lines can be 
repeated, spelled out, or marked for later reference; 
punctuation and capitalization can be announced If desired; 
and the voice itself can be varied In volume, speed and 
pitch . The speaker system is contained In the control panel. 
The approximate dimensions are 10 x 9 x 2 Inches. 
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Standard peripherals: 
Direct audio recording of material can be made from the 
control panel. Attachments include an audio signal 
attenuator, patch cord and adapter. Also included is a 
headphone set which plugs directly into the control panel 
for private listening. 

Communications interface: 
The Series 400 can serve as an input or output device for a 
wide range of electronic, data processing and Braille 
systems. An RS-232-C serial port is included. Users can 
control Baud rate and parity, as well as the number of data 
and stop bits. (RS-232-C cable not Included.) 

Software: 
All software required for KRM operation IS provided under a 
'software use license'. Software comes on a floppy disk and 
IS self-loading. Updates are provided free of charge to 
customers who are covered by our one year warranty or to 
those who have purchased a KCP service contract (a 
minimal handling fee charged). Customers without warranty 
coverage or a service contract may purchase software 
updates separately. Each software disk will contain the 
complete Series 400 software with incorporated 
improvements and will replace all prevIous disks. 

Languages: 
The Series 400 is available In SIX languages English, 
French, German, Italian, Spanish and Swedish. First 
language is Included in list price. A total of three languages 
can be installed at an additional cost. 

Instructional materials: 
A credit for up to three instructional manuals is included 
with the purchase of a KRM. Customers may elect to 
receive their manuals In print, Braille, audiO cassette or a 
combination of all three. Each describes procedures 
associated with operation of the Series 400. 

Training: 
Training for one person at the Kurzwell Computer Products 
(KCP) Training Center in Cambridge, Mass. is Included in 
the purchase or lease agreement. Travel and living 
expenses are paid by the customer. Training for additional 
individuals or on-site training is available at extra cost 
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Reading Machine Legislation Passes in Texas 

Texas legislators passed House Bill 387 in the fall of 1985 which 
calls for the placement of reading machines in public libraries 
of all Texas cities with populations of 50,000 or more. More 
than 30 Texas cities qualify under this legislation. The bill 
also provides for placement of KRMs in academic libraries of 
state colleges and universities where two or more blind students 
are enrolled. 

The Texas State Library for the Blind is coordinating this 
program. Last year, the State Library instituted the 
Research/Reading Center as a pilot project to demonstrate 
successful applications using technology in a library setting. 
The State Library will administer the legislation by purchasing 
machines, writing guidelines for placement and use, providing 
training, and offering consultation based on findings at the 
Research/Reading Center. 

For more information, contact Larry Hutchison at the Division for 
the Blind and Physically Handicapped, Austin, TX at 512-463-5549. 

Library Happenings 

The Suffolk Cooperative Library System in New York has developed 
an active Reading for the Handicapped Program. Several libraries 
in the system have Kurzweil Reading Machines which are used in 
conjunction with other computer equipment in computer resource 
rooms in the library. The library system produces a large-print 
quarterly newsletter which contains announcements and information 
regarding special services they offer to disabled library 
patrons. 
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The KRM at Centennial High School, Pueblo, Colorado 

Pueblo School District has been actively involved with the 
Kurzweil Reading Machine for some time now. They recently 
purchased their second KRM with English and Spanish speech for 
their Spanish speaking students. 

Kathy Gallina, Special Education teacher at Centennial High, is 
very enthusiastic about the new KRM which is located in the 
visually handicapped resource room. She finds the KRM a great 
reading device for her students that have a variety of reading 
problems. And she emphasizes the independence it gives them. 

One student is aphasic and unable to read print visually as a 
result of a head injury. This presents many obstacles at the 
high school level because students have a lot of reading 
assignments and are expected to write papers. The KRM is working 
beautifully for this student. He can comprehend material that is 
read aloud independently. In this case, the student gives a 
report orally instead of writing a paper. 

Cassie Coyle, a senior at Centennial, is visually impaired. She 
uses the KRM, interfaced with other computer devices, as a work 
station to read, store notes, write, and edit her own papers. 
"She can do all this independently now", says Kathy, who trained 
Cassie on the KRM and other devices in the resource room. 

Cassie uses the school library, and with the assistance of a 
librarian, is able to get books and encyclopedia articles for 
school reports. She brings these materials to the resource room 
and reads them on the KRM. If Cassie reads something she wants 
to save for future use, she puts the KRM in Text Output Mode and 
sends the information through a communications cable to the Apple 
lIe. The information is stored on a floppy disk so she can 
reference it again later. (The staff is working on sending 
output directly from Kurzweil to a VersaBraille, so the student 
will be able to read through the text in Braille.) 

The Centennial High resource room is a wonderful example of how 
computers can be tied in together for optimal use. Cassie uses a 
VersaBraille at home to write some of her reports, and then when 
she gets to school she sends the information from the 
VersaBraille to the Apple lIe. The Apple lIe is equipped with an 
Echo speech synthesizer and Braille-Edit software so Cassie can 
write and edit her own work. Finally, her paper can be printed 
out for the teacher to read, and Cassie can listen to the 
finished product read out loud by the KRM. 

Cassie plans to attend the University of Southern Colorado next 
year as a pre-law student. She will continue to use a variety of 
computer devices to access information and to complete her 
assignments. We congratulate her on her success and wish her the 
best of luck as she continues her education! 
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KRM on the Job 

We spoke with John Marocco about how he uses his Kurzweil Reading 
Machine on the job. John is a Curriculum Specialist in NBC's 
innovative Technical Training Center in New York City. "This is 
a new career for me, and it is quite a challenge," says John. 
He applied and received his KRM through the Veterans 
Administration in February, 1985. 

His Series 400 Reading Machine sits conveniently beside his desk, 
and John explains that he reads memos, newsletters, and other 
work-related materials that come across his desk. He also has a 
nice arrangement with his co-workers; they type messages which 
can be read on the KRM so that John gets the messages promptly. 
He is also able to read product manuals and course related 
materials. John plans to interface the KRM with other computer 
equipment that he received from the New York State Commission for 
the Visually Impaired. 

The NBC Technical Training Center is designed to update and train 
NBC employees on state-of-the-art broadcast technology. John 
says he often gives demonstrations to people who have never heard 
or seen the Kurzweil Reading Machine. The KRM is yet another 
example of state-of-the-art technology at the NBC Training 
Center. 

New KRM Program for Government Agencies Offers Discounts 

Federal, State and Municipal agencies can now purchase KRMs for 
their visually impaired or blind employees and clients at a 
considerable discount. As the result of a government agency 
program initiated last year, the cost of the KRM is now $20,860 
whi?h represents a 30% discount. Bernice Broyde, National Mar
ketlng Manager for the KRM, says this program will make the KRM 
available to many more working blind people than ever before. 
Please contact the KRM Marketing Department at 1-800-343-0311 for 
further details about this program. 

Bits In' Pieces 

Do you know where there is a machine that reads out loud? 
Undoubtedly, there is one in your area. Many cities and towns 
have Kurzweil Reading Machines in their local public library. 
These libraries have worked hard to produce programs that offer 
visually impaired people access and independence to reading 
material at their own convenience. If you or someone you know 
would like to make use of this service, Kurzweil Computer 
Products can put you in touch with a library in your locality. 
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The following article was written by Edward C. Sullivan, and 
appeared in the September, 1985 issue of STATE LEGISLATURES: 

Aiding the Blind with New Technology 

People who are blind can do many of the things sighted people 
can. But they can't read this article for themselves, or walk 
into a library and read a book - any book - off the shelves. 

Books, primarily those for leisure reading, are often available 
in Braille, in large print, or on tape. But most blind people 
are at a great disadvantage without independent access to 
information available only in print. 

In 1979, New York passed legislation appropriating $550,000 to 
put Kurzweil Reading Machines (KRMs) for the blind in each of New 
York's 22 library systems. New Jersey followed suit two years 
later. The machine uses a sophisticated optical scanner and 
computer to convert printed text into understandable, synthesized 
speech. It can "read" books printed in almost any typeface, 
magazines, journals, and typewritten material. 

In New York, the Assembly subcommittee on libraries believed that 
the KRM I s potential to increase opportunity for the blind made 
the state's investment worthwhile, especially since the $28,000 
cost per machine puts it out of reach of most individuals. The 
logical location appeared to be regional public libraries. 

Approximately five years' experience has shown that availability 
of appropriate technology is not, in and of itself, a solution to 
the problems faced by handicapped individuals. 

Some libraries have attracted new and frequent KRM users on a 
regular basis, and have developed a range of additional special 
services to augment the library access that the KRM offers blind 
patrons. Library staff are enthusiastic, and in several cases 
additional staff have been hired specifically to coordinate KRM 
services. These libraries are mostly in urban areas, where there 
is a large communi ty of potential users, and where public 
transportation to the library is available. 

Not all libraries have been able to create and sustain an active 
KRM program, however. Building a relationship between libraries 
and a blind community unaccustomed to using them requires a 
serious investment of administrative commitment and staff energy. 
In order to do the job well, a librarian must be willing and able 
to commit a significant amount of time to the program~ otherwise, 
a staff person needs to be hired specifically for that purpose. 
Some libraries may require additional funding for staff, KRM 
maintenance costs, and the development of outreach and support 
services, in order for their programs to work. 
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Transportation difficulties lower KRM usage in smaller, more 
rural library systems. States considering the purchase of KRMs 
should balance the desirability of distributing the machines as 
widely as possible with the need to place them where they will be 
used most. Public libraries are not the only appropriate sites. 
College campuses, public schools, and rehabilitation centers, 
among others, are possible alternatives. 

New York's experience suggests that a statewide program 
coordinator whose primary responsibility is the KRM program and 
other library services to the disabled would speed the 
dissemination of information and make service more readily 
available to those who need it. 

The experience of New York and New Jersey indicates that the KRM 
will attract new users and be the focus for sustained library 
outreach to the blind and visually disabled community as long as 
there is adequate administrative, financial, and staff support. 
As this advanced technology achieves greater acceptability, the 
popularity of the reaching machine is likely to increase. 

User Network and Evaluation Center Needs Your Help 

The National Technology Center of the American Foundation for the 
Blind is looking for users of computer equipment and aids that 
are useful to blind and visually impaired persons. If you are 
interested in serving as a resource person and/or a possible 
evaluator for the Center, please contact them by phone or mail. 

Information will be stored in their Data Base about the equipment 
you use, experience with it, training and employment. You may be 
contacted by other users of the Data Base in order to share your 
experiences. You will be an invaluable resource to consumers, 
educators, and employers. 

As an evaluator, you may be requested to evaluate new and 
existing devices. Reports of results will be published. All 
personal data will be kept confidential. 

The National Data Base will be the nationwide source of 
information about commercially available products for blind and 
visually impaired persons - ranging from canes and Braille 
watches, to sophisticated computer systems, courses available, 
training centers, names of users, funding sources, and previous 
product evaluations performed. 

Please contact: National Technology Center 
American Foundation for the Blind 
15 West 16th Street 
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KRM Internationally 

Kurzweil is in the final stages of making arrangements to have 
distributorships for the Reading Machine in Sweden, France, 
Germany, and Italy. These distributors will not only be 
knowledgeable in the area of selling, but they will be of service 
to their customers by being extensively trained in maintaining 
and servicing the machine. We will announce their names at the 
appropriate time. 

John Martin, President of Repromac, Ltd., in Hong Kong has been 
working hard to get our Reading Machine into the Far East and 
other Southeast Asian markets. He has made us aware of two 
exciting sales possibilities to take place before this newsletter 
goes to print. Mr. Martin's expertise as a distributor of the 
Kurzweil Reading Machine is an asset to Kurzweil Computer 
Products. 

KRM's distributor in Canada is Betacom, Inc., Quebec. They have 
been doing very well in distributing bilingual machines through
out Canada. Brian McCarthy is President of the company, and he 
heads a well-trained sales and service staff. If you know of 
anyone who would like a demonstration of the Kurzweil Reading 
Machine, please give them a call at 514-335-1058. 

Town Raises Funds - Black Tie Affair 

Bradburn Computer Systems, Ltd., London,is a distributor for the 
Kurzweil Reading Machine. They sent us the following piece of 
interesting information for raising funds. 

"The 400th anniversary of the City of Westminster is in 1986, and 
as far back as 1984, the various departments started planning 
many events and celebrations. 

The Libraries Department decided on a dual purpose function: A 
charity performance of the opera 'Orpheus and the Underworld' 
which would raise money for a Kurzweil Reading Machine. 

It was decided to look for sponsorship to avoid risk to the 
taxpayer. The principal is similar to a company floating shares 
on the market with an underwriter obliged to take any surplus. 

After approaching a number of companies, the Chemical Bank of 
America agreed to underwrite the event up to the value of a KRM 
and an Index Continuous Braille printer. 

Westminster City Council organized the event and succeeded in 
getting Her Royal Highness Princess Alexandra as Guest of Honor. 
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The event raised all but 3,000 pounds sterling toward the cost of 
a KRM, together with an Index Continuous Braille printer. The 
bank, as promised, met the 3,000 pound shortfall and the machine 
was duly ordered. 

The machine is now actually installed and staff have been 
trained. 

There was an office champagne hand over on Monday, March 17, 
almost exactly 18 months after the idea was first born." 

A lot of work went into this fund-raising activity, and Kurzweil 
congratulates everyone involved. It is hoped that similar events 
could be organized in the U. S., as well as in other countries. 

KRM's International Marketing Manager, Dr. David Ticchi, was 
invited, and did attend this festive black-tie affair. He came 
back to work with glowing reports of the occasion. 

Unused Training Credits 

Reminder - If you have an annual service contract for your 
Reading Machine, it entitles you to send one person to a KRM 
training seminar in our Cambridge, Massachusetts office. The 
success of your Kurzweil Reading Machine program depends heavily 
on your instructor / coordina tor, and the training seminar is 
valuable because: 

* 
* 

* 

* 

It provides comprehensive, individualized training. 
It is an opportunity for your person to meet other 
KRM trainers, and to share ideas and resources. 
It updates trainees about the newest developments 
with the KRM. 
Topics such as program development techniques, 
interfacing, and suggestions for instruction 
are covered. 

We highly recommend that you take advantage of this benefit of 
having an annual service contract. Lynn Enos of our Contract 
Department can help you with obtaining a service contract. Mary 
Harrington, Systems Analyst, will be glad to arrange a training 
session for whomever you wish to send. Our telephone number is 
864-4700 from within Massachusetts. If you are calling from 
outside the state, please call the toll free number: 800-343-
0311. 

KRM Demonstration? - Be a Star! 

If you are planning to give a KRM demonstration, give us a call. 
We may be able to offer suggestions, and we will be glad to 
provide you with our product information. We may also know of 
other interested people in your area who would like to attend. 
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Upcoming Conferences = KRM 

May 21: Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, 
Worcester State College, Worcester, MA 

May 25-29: American Association of Advancement of 
Science, Philadelphia, PA 

June 23-25: Rehabilitative Engineering Society National 
Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

June 27-July 3: American Council for the Blind, 
Knoxville, Tennessee 

July 7-10: Association for Education & Rehabilitation 
of the Blind, Chicago, Illinois 

July 23-26: Association on Handicapped Student Service 
Programs in Post Secondary Education, San Diego, California 

August 3-6: National Conference of State Legislatures, 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

The KRM Update is published by Kurzweil Computer Products. The KRM is in use by thousands 
of people in over 500 locations worldwide. The Update is intended to bring the widespread 
community of those working with the KRM closer together. 

The KRM Update is sent free to individuals and organizations interested in ensuring equal and 
independent access to information by blind and print handicapped people. 
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Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on 
this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and 
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that 
nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can 
long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We 
have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final 
resting-place for those who here gave their lives that that 
nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we 
should do this. 

But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate - we cannot 
consecrate - we cannot hallow - this ground. The brave 
men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated 
it far above our poor power to add or detract. The world will 
little note nor long remember what we say here, but it can 
never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living, rather 
to be dedicated here to the unfinished work wh ich they who 
fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for 
us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us 
- that from these honored dead we take increased devotion 
to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of 
devotion; that we here highly resolve that these dead shall 
not have died in vain ; that this nation , under God, shall have 
a new birth of freedom; and that government of the people, 
by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth . 
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Intelligence: 
The essential difference 
in text and data entry. 



Kurzweil 4000: 
the only sys~em that can 
enter virtually any typed 
or printed material Into 
computerized files, 
without manual 
keyboarding. 
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Using Intelligent Character Recognition 
(lCR} technology developed by Kurzweil , 
the 4000 overcomes the scanning limita
tions of conventional OCR systems. It 
can scan virtually any typeset or type
written document, including proportion
ally spaced copy. It reads mathematical , 
foreign language and scientific 
symbols. It differentiates between 
multiple fonts within a single document. 
And through the use of the system's 
electronic tablet, portions of text can be 
separated from surrounding material for 
selective automatic entry. 
In addition, specialized features make 
the 4000 uniquely suited to the demanding 
needs of printing and publishing firms. 
These features include the ability to 
identify and code font changes, and dis
tinguish such characters as left and 
right quotation marks, hyphens and 
dashes, and horizontal spacing. Taken 
together, they provide a decisive edge 
for the 4000 over any other system. 

A price/performance 
breakthrough. 
Now virtually any organization can 
afford the benefits of intelligent scanning. 
The 4000's purchase price is less than 
half that of previous systems, yet its 
performance is Significantly enhanced . 
It includes a higher-speed processor. It 
can train itself in the recognition of 
simple formats and type fonts. Operator 
prompts and menus reduce training and 

minimize human error. And it's more 
compact size enables the 4000 to fit 
easily into office environments. 

And yet, for all of this, the 4000 uses the 
same design approach that has stood 
the test of time in over 700 user installa
tions. Even in high-volume, high-demand 
production environments, the 4000 can 
be depended on for round-the-clock 
performance. And it's backed by 
Kurzweil 's nationwide network of 
support professionals and service 
technicians. 

How the 4000 works. 
The 4000 uses Kurzweil's exclusive 
artificial intelligence software to recog
nize and read copy. As it scans a docu
ment, the 4000's artificial intelligence 
analyzes the shape of each printed 
character, and using feature extractions, 
identifies it as a letter, number, or other 
symbol. This process - Intelligent 
Character Recognition - enables the 
4000 to enter text up to 10 times faster 
than the best human keyboard 
operators. 
Operation is simple and straightforward. 
The system's ergonomically designed 
workstation includes an adjustable 
screen which minimizes eye fatigue and 
enhances productivity. And the 4000's 
powerful software includes a compre
hensive set of menus and prompts that 
guide the user through each operation. 
System startup is accomplished quickly, 
as the 4000 scans the first few lines of a 
new document and - together with the 
operator - establishes guidelines for 
the interpretation of specific characters. 



When broken characters, smudged type, 
or other problems make recognition un
certain, the system flags the character 
for operator assistance, displays an 
enlarged version of the character and 
asks for an identification decision. 
With reasonably clean copy, this training 
process is completed in a matter of 
minutes - at which point production 
scanning begins. During the production 
phase, operator intervention is far less 
frequent, and mostly concerned with 
guiding the system through columns of 
text or other graphic formats. 
The 4000 enables you to scan the thou
sands of inevitable variations that occur 
in most documents. Forexample, the 4000 
" knows" to split two characters that are 
tOUChing, or combine the parts of a 
broken character. It can make decisions, 
in context , between numbers and letters, 
opening and closing quotes, hyphens 
and dashes, and many other ambiguities. 

Options . 
A wide range of peripheral and software 
options assure maximum throughput 
and adaptability to specific text or data 
entry appl icat ions. Standard or cus
tomized output communications provide 
links to typesetting and publishing 
systems, word processing systems, 
office automation networks, information 
retrieval systems, and other computer
based systems. 
• Bisynchronous communications 
controller. 

• Second programmable asynchronous 
communication port. 
• Electronic tablet - For specifying 
material to be scanned on a document. 
Available in U.S. and international docu
ment size. 
• Automatic document feeder -
Handles up to one-half inch stack of 
pages in one feeding, document size of 
81/2" wide and up to 14" long, and 
paper stock from 20 to 50 Ibs. 

(Left Top) Optional foreIgn language packages 
enable the 4000 to read most languages usmg the 
Roman alphabet 

(Left Center, Broken or Ifregularly formed charac 
ters are hIghlIghted on the system's screen to 
assIst the operator In verlfymg IdentificatIOn. Users 
can also edIt text as It scrolls on the screen. 

• License for custom format interfaces
Automatically translates and transmits 
format codes for paragraph, page, under
line, superscript and subscript, mar
gins, and tabs (indent, left/right, and 
decimal), centered lines, "soft 
hyphens," page headers and footers . 
Custom interfaces available for word 
processing system, office network 
systems, and front-end typesetting 
systems. 
• License for additional language 
packages - To facilitate proofreading 
of text during production and to de
crease actual training time. Language 
packages are available in English , 
German , Dutch, Swedish, Italian, 
Norwegian and Danish . 
• Magnetic tape drive - Dual density 
(800/1600 bpi) 9-track magnetic tape 
drive with 45 ips mechanical arm 
transport. 

(L eft Bottom) l..Jgatures. or Joined Images. can 
be split to output the indiVIdual characters qUICKly 
and eaSIly. 

(RIght) The Kurzwell 4000 features an ergonom
Ically desIgned workstatIon for maxImum operator 
effiCIency and productIVIty 



Kurzweil4000 
Product description 

(Left, Top) With optional electronic tablet, portions 
of text can be separated from surrounding material 
for selective automatic entry. 

(Left, Bottom) Optional automatic document feeder 
handles sheets up to 8V2" x 14" 

(Right) Opttonal tape drive enables additional 
flexibility in communication with mainframes. 
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Recognition capability 
• Most serif and sans-serif fonts (script excluded) 

6-24 point' including Roman and italic. 
• Uniformly or proportionally spaced material 

(typed or typeset). 
• Any line spacing providing lines do not touch. 
• Diacritical marks (accents), mUlti-part charac

ters and ligatures. 
• Letter quality dot-matrix (9 x 14 dots per 

character) .* 
• Recognition of various point sizes is dependent upon 
character quality and spacing of material being 
scanned. 

Input 
• Light-colored paper of any weight. 
• Pages up to 11" wide by 14" long. 
• Black printing ink or carbon-based colors. 
• Bound books, manuals, publications. 
• Clean photocopies. 
• Maximum skew of %" over 7" on 10 point type. 
• Multi-column or complex page formats (with 

electronic tablet option). 

Operational features 
• Flags questionable characters for operator 

attention. 
• Learns most fonts in most document formats. 
• Preserves horizontal and vertical spacing on 

uniformly and proportionally spaced material. 
• Automatically learns fonts in single-font 

document. 
• Operates in production mode while learning. 
• Learns on horizontally fragmented characters. 
• Recognizes true superscripts and subscripts. 
• Allows user-defined 2-3 character mnemonics 

for special symbols. 

On-Line editing features 
• Highlighting of questionable characters. 
• Scanner image display for operator verification. 
• Insertion, deletion, and replacement of 

characters, words, lines. 

185 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
Telephone (617) 864-4700 Telex #951246 KURZWEIL CAM 

Special Features 
• On-line storage of multiple training sets. 
• Over 400 unique character definitions per 

training set. 
• Editing of character definitions within training 

set. 
• Library of training sets can be saved off-line on 

floppy disk. 
• Operator adjustable contrast and background 

control. 
• Ambiguous character analysis . 
• On-line lexicon to reduce training time and 

manual editing. 
• File management system for creating , copying, 

editing, appending, and deleting files, with 
throughput log, back-up utilities, and help 
feature. 

Standard communicationsl 
output tailoring 
• Operator-generated character tables (ASCII , 

EBCDIC, TIS tables suppl ied with system). 
• Character string translations/replacements. 
• On-line storage of output tailors . 
• Optional flagging of paragraphs. 
• Protocols supported: 

-IBM 2780 standard (bisynchronous) - trans
mit only, point-to-point (transparent or non
transparent) 

- Asynchronous - TIV /Echoplex 
-800/1600 bpi magnetic tape 

• Ability to review text file on CRT prior to output. 
• Automatic transmission of prefix and suffix files. 
• Character count at output. 
• Transmission of single files or batch mode. 
• Tape output options include: variable or fixed 

length records, block size options and provision 
for IBM standard labels. 

• Optional flagging of questionable characters. 
• Maintains or suppresses line and page breaks. 
• Optional flagging of indentations. 

Standard system components 
• Workstation including high-performance 384K 

processor scanner subsystem, 10mb hard disk 
drive and floppy disk drive. 

• Operator terminal. 
• License for use of recognition operating system. 
• License for use of English language package. 
• Programmable asynchronous communications 

port. 
• Text editor - Enables operators to inspect and 

edit text on the 4000 before it is communicated 
to another device. 

Environmental specifications 
• Electrical requirements: 120 VAC, 60Hz, 12A 
• Dimensions: 24" x 22" x 29%" 
• Weight: 375 pounds 
• Temperature: 32-95°F 
• Humidity: 50%-80% 



Kurzweil 4000 
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Introducing Kurzweil's new option 
for entering both text and line art 
in a single pass: 

CAN 
The Problem: 
Until now, scanners were only 
capable of providing you with either 
text or graphics from a page, never 
both. Though this two step operation 
was an improvement over manual 
entry, it required more equipment, 
manpower, time and organization to 
insure that the text could be re-linked 
to the graphics. 

The Solution: 
ArtScan from Kurzweil provides you 
with both. Finally, you can simultane
ously capture text and graphics in 
one pass. The text can then be 
edited and paginated on your 
electronic publishing systems with 
your edited graphics re-inserted. 
ArtScan provides you with: 
• one system for both tasks 
• one operator for both tasks 
• filename integrity for easier retrieval 
• fast and organized throughput for 

your scanning needs. 

---
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ArtScan can enter, in one 
pass, artwork consisting 
of line art typically found in: 
• technical documentation 
• flow charts 
• business and 

statistical graphics 
• general illustrations 
• installation and 

repair manuals 
• parts lists 
• logos and trade symbols 



AI(11SCAN 
Operation: 
As with text scanning, you begin by 
giving a name to the file(s) you will 
create from scanning. The system 
automatically names the graphics file 
after you give a name to the text file 
ensuring ease of retrieval of associated 
files at output. Graphics files are 
given a filename extension of .SI for 
easy reference when viewing the file 
directory on the 4000. 
Place the document with the 
graphics on a tablet. With the 
electronic stylus, mark off the top and 
bottom corners of the graphics area 
and touch the graphics box on the 
tablet. Do the same with any text 
area which needs to be read and out
put as an editable file. 
Place the document on the scanner 
face down. The scanner will auto
matically read both the text and 
graphics areas on the page and store 
them as separate files. Just as in text 
only scanning, the operator can still 
be training the system on any special 
characters or fonts, etc., to provide 
highest possible accuracy on the text 
scanning. 

KURZWEll l< COMPUTER 
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Just as you are provided with a wide 
variety of choices with text output 
formats, you have a choice of 
graphics output formats. Simply 
choose the one which is appropriate 
to your system and communicate the 
file to your electronic publishing 
system. 
Files can be output as: 
Bit-mapped (raster image) 
CCITI Group 3 compressed 
.RES files (for Xerox Viewpoint) 
Selectable resolution up to 364 s.p.i. 

Availability: 
ArtScan is a product enhancement to 
the Kurzweil Model 4000 Intelligent 
Scanner. It is available on any 
new Model 4000 as well as a field 
upgrade to presently installed 
Kurzweil Model 4000 Intelligent 
Scanners. 
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